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Sovereignty, RIP Sep 30 2019 Has the concept of sovereignty outlived its usefulness? SSocial order requires a sovereign: an actor with unlimited, undivided,
and unaccountable authority. Or so the classic theory says. But without noticing, we've gutted the theory. Constitutionalism limits state authority. Federalism
divides it. The rule of law holds it accountable. In vivid historical detail--with millions tortured and slaughtered in Europe, a king put on trial for his life,
journalists groaning at idiotic complaints about the League of Nations, and much more--Don Herzog charts both the political struggles that forged sovereignty
and the ones that undid it. He argues that it's no longer a helpful guide to our legal and political problems, but a pernicious bit of confusion. It's time, past time,
to retire sovereignty.
Abraham Lincoln Jan 27 2022 Abraham Lincoln, one of the greatest American presidents, was an unlikely figure to rise to power. After educating himself, he
spent years practicing law on the frontier before coming to the White House. Charming many with his honesty and his rough, folksy humor -- and offending

others with his unpolished ways -- Lincoln proved his intelligence, political savvy, and love of country by leading the nation through one of its bitterest trials,
the Civil War (1861-1865). Brought down by an assassin's bullet at the end of the war, Lincoln is forever remembered as the man who preserved the Union and
brought an end to slavery. Book jacket.
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 1 1832-1858 (LOA #45) Apr 29 2022 Abraham lincoln measured the promise—and cost—of American
freedom in lucid and extraordinarily moving prose, famous for its native wit, simple dignity of expressions, and peculiarly American flavor. This volume, with
its companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writing 1859–1865, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. over 240 speeches, letters,
and drafts take Lincoln from rural law practice to national prominence, and chart his emergence as an eloquent antislavery advocate and defender of the
constitution. included are the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, perhaps the most famous confrontation in American political history.
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 1 1832-1858 (LOA #45) Jan 15 2021 Abraham Lincoln measured the promise—and cost—of American freedom
in lucid and extraordinarily moving prose, famous for its native wit, simple dignity of expressions, and peculiarly American flavor. This volume, with its
companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writing 1859–1865, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. over 240 speeches, letters, and
drafts take Lincoln from rural law practice to national prominence, and chart his emergence as an eloquent antislavery advocate and defender of the
constitution. included are the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, perhaps the most famous confrontation in American political history. LIBRARY OF
AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently
in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average
1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Abraham Lincoln's Speeches Jul 21 2021
The Mark Twain Anthology (LOA #199) Aug 29 2019 "Mark Twain," William Faulkner once observed, "was the first truly American writer, and all of us
since are his heirs." In this unique collection scores of these literary legatees from the U.S. and around the world take the measure of Twain and his genius,
among them: José Martí, Rudyard Kipling, Theodor Herzl, George Bernard Shaw, H. L. Mencken, Helen Keller, Jorge Luis Borges, Sterling Brown, George
Orwell, T. S. Eliot, Richard Wright, W. H. Auden, Ralph Ellison, Kenzaburo Oe, Robert Penn Warren, Ursula Le Guin, Norman Mailer, Erica Jong, Gore
Vidal, David Bradley, Kurt Vonnegut, Toni Morrison, Min Jin Lee, Roy Blount, Jr., and many others (including actor Hal Holbrook, philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche, stand-up comedians Dick Gregory and Will Rogers, and presidents Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman, and Barack
Obama). Included are essays originally published in Chinese, Danish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, and Yiddish that have not
previously been available in English, as well as the work of several visual artists, such as James Montgomery Flagg (creator of the "Uncle Sam Wants You"
poster), French playwright and artist Jean Cocteau, and Chuck Jones (of Bugs Bunny fame). Published to mark the centennial of Twain's death, this collection
testifies to the enduring and continuing legacy of the man William Dean Howells called "the Lincoln of our literature."
Why Moralize upon It? Nov 12 2020 Franklin Delano Roosevelt famously declared that “the greatest duty of a statesman is to educate." The central claim of
Why Moralize upon It? is that it is not only statesmen who can help educate a democratic citizenry, but also novelists and filmmakers. This book’s title is
drawn from Melville’s “Benito Cereno.” Near the end of this novella, after he has put down a rebellion of enslaved Africans, the American captain Amasa
Delano claims that “the past is passed,” and thus there is no need to “moralize upon it.” Melville suggests, though, that it is crucial for Americans to critically
examine American history and American political institutions; otherwise, they may be blind to the existence of injustices which will ultimately undermine
democracy. Danoff argues that novels and films play a crucial role in helping democratic citizens undertake the kind of moral reflection that they must engage
in if they are to not only preserve their political community, but also render it “forever worthy of the saving,” as Abraham Lincoln put it. Contending that some
of the most profound American thinking about the nature of democratic leadership has come through novels more so than treatises or essays, Danoff argues

that the works of fiction examined in this book explore difficult questions rather than provide any easy answers. Because these works have an ambiguous,
nuanced, and tragic outlook, they teach citizen-readers how to think through the moral complexities of the political issues on which they must render judgment.
The rich and multi-faceted democratic education that citizens glean from outstanding works of fiction is particularly necessary at a time when the medialandscape is often dominated by superficial “viral moments,” “sound-bites,” and social media posts. Moreover, given that we today live in an era of sharp
political polarization in which partisans often demonize one another, it is especially valuable for Americans to be exposed to literary and cinematic works of art
which remind us that none of us have a monopoly on virtue, and that all of us inhabit what Melville called “the common continent of men.”
Lincoln Mar 17 2021 * Beautifully illustrated with atmospheric images, this is the second of two superb volumes of Lincoln's speeches and writings.* Lincoln
measured the promise--and cost--of American freedom in lucid and extraordinarily moving prose. Here in this Volume Two of this two volume set ("Speeches
and Writings 1859-1865" and "Speeches and Writings 1832-1858"), are all the significant works, including the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, dozens of
speeches, hundreds of personal and political letters, communications to generals in the field, presidential messages and proclamations, poems, and private
reflections on democracy, slavery, and the meaning of the Civil War's immense impact on the United States of America. * This meticulous edition from
Heritage Illustrated Publishing is a faithful reproduction of the original text and is enhanced with images carefully selected by our team of professional editors.
"Whom Can We Trust Now?" Feb 02 2020 Historian and lawyer Brian F. Carso, Jr., demonstrates that, although treason law was conflicted and awkward, the
broader idea of treason gave recognizable shape to abstract ideas of loyalty, betrayal, allegiance, and political obligation in the United States. Taking an
interdisciplinary approach, Carso begins by exploring the nature of loyalty and betrayal in a democratic republic, using examples ranging from Socrates in
Plato's Crito to the dilemma of Robert E. Lee in 1861 and the trial of Timothy McVeigh in 1997. Turning to legal history, the study considers the historical
antecedents of the Treason Clause of the U.S. Constitution and examines the utility of American treason law as it was applied in a variety of cases. By
examining editorials, sermons, histories, orations, art, literature, and political cartoons, Carso identifies how the meaning of treason engaged the public
imagination in a variety of compelling forms and instructed citizens on loyalty and betrayal outside the courtroom as much as within it.
Barack Obama and the Rhetoric of Hope Dec 14 2020 The historical and literary antecedents of the President’s campaign rhetoric can be traced to the utopian
traditions of the Western world. The “rhetoric of hope” is a form of political discourse characterized by a forward-looking vision of social progress brought
about by collective effort and adherence to shared values (including discipline, temperance, a strong work ethic, self-reliance and service to the community).
By combining his own personal story (as the biracial son of a white mother from Kansas and a black father from Kenya) with national mythologies like the
American Dream, Obama creates a persona that embodies the moral values and cultural mythos of his implied audience. In doing so, he draws upon the
Classical world, Judeo-Christianity, the European Enlightenment, the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, the presidencies of Jefferson, Lincoln, and FDR,
slave narratives, the Black church, the civil rights movement and even popular culture.
The Complete Papers and Writings of Abraham Lincoln Aug 10 2020 A complete documentary archive of Abraham Lincoln’s writings, from historic
speeches to personal letters and telegrams. Collected here are numerous documents written by Abraham Lincoln from 1832 to 1865, over the course of his long
career as a lawyer, statesman, and president of the United States. From the man who led the nation through the Civil War and into its Reconstruction, Lincoln’s
written statements—including the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address—are some of the most significant documents in American history.
Included with these works are telegrams to politicians and wartime generals as well as personal letters discussing a range of topics, from youth and marriage to
depression. This extensive collection is not only an excellent documentary history of America’s greatest trial as a nation, but also an opportunity to enjoy the
intellect and wit of one of America’s greatest orators. As Theodore Roosevelt says in his introductory comments, “Lincoln’s deeds and words are not only of
consuming interest to the historian, but should be intimately known to every man engaged in the hard practical work of American political life.” This ebook
has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all devices.

The Writings of Abraham Lincoln Mar 05 2020
The Life and Writings of Abraham Lincoln Sep 22 2021 Abraham Lincoln, the greatest of all American presidents, left us a vast legacy of writings, some of
which are among the most famous in our history. Lincoln was a marvelous writer—from the humblest letter to his great speeches, including his inaugural
addresses, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the Gettysburg Address. His sentences were so memorably crafted that many resonate across the years.
"Fourscore and seven years ago," begins the Gettysburg Address, "our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated
to the proposition that all men are created equal." In 1940, the prolific author and historian Philip Van Doren Stern produced this volume as a guide to
Lincoln's life through his writings. Stern's "Life of Abraham Lincoln" is a full biography of the man and includes a detailed chronology. Stern has collected all
the essential texts of Lincoln's public life, from his first public address—a stump speech in New Salem, Illinois, in 1832 for an election he went on to lose—to
his last piece of public writing, a pass to a congressman who was to visit the president the day after Lincoln went to Ford's Theater on April 14, 1865. Some
275 such documents are collected and placed in their historical context. Together with the "Life" and the Introduction, "Lincoln in His Writings," by noted
historian Allan Nevins, they give a full and vivid picture of Abraham Lincoln.
Free Speech, The People's Darling Privilege Oct 24 2021 DIVConsiders key struggles for free speech in early U.S. history, most of which were settled outside
the judicial arena by legislatures following public opinion./div
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1859-1865 Oct 04 2022 Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its greatest political
leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible conflict. This
volume, along with its companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever published. Over
550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving condolence letter to
Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent
nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America’s best and
most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length,
feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Educating Democracy Mar 29 2022 Revisionist analysis of the role of strong leadership in democracies, drawing primarily upon the work of Alexis de
Tocqueville.
Speeches Nov 24 2021
Charisma, Medieval and Modern Dec 26 2021 This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Charisma, Medieval and Modern" that was published in
Religions
Abraham Lincoln: Selected Speeches and Writings Sep 03 2022 The most essential writings of America’s heroic Civil War president, complete with
detailed notes, a chronology of Lincoln’s life and political career, and an introduction by the novelist Gore Vidal Ranging from finely honed legal argument to
wry and some sometimes savage humor to private correspondence and political rhetoric of unsurpassed grandeur, the writings collected in this volume are at
once a literary testament of the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House and a documentary history of America in Abraham Lincoln's time. They record
Lincoln's campaigns for public office; the evolution of his stand against slavery; his electrifying debates with Stephen Douglas; his conduct of the Civil War;
and the great public utterances of his presidency, including the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address. Library of America Paperback
Classics feature authoritative texts drawn from the acclaimed Library of America series and introduced by today's most distinguished scholars and writers. The
contents of this Paperback Classic are drawn from Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832- 1858 and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 18591865, volumes number 45 and 46 in the Library of America series. They are joined in the series by a companion volume, number 192s, The Lincoln

Anthology: Great Writers on his Life and Legacy from 1860 to Now.
Selected writings of Abraham Lincoln Feb 13 2021
Speeches of Abraham Lincoln Aug 22 2021 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Speeches and Writings of Abraham Lincoln May 31 2022 The definitive Library of America edition of Lincoln's essential writings, now in a deluxe
two-volume boxed set. Abraham Lincoln, America's heroic Civil War president, was also the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House. His addresses at
Gettysburg and at his inaugurals, his presidential messages and public lectures, are an essential record of the war and have forever shaped the nation's
memories of it. This deluxe two-volume boxed set gathers Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832-1858 and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings
1859-1865, first published in 1990, which together have been hailed as "the best selection of Lincoln's writings available today, perhaps the best ever"
(Christian Science Monitor). Edited by the late historian Don E. Fehrenbacher, these two books include all Lincoln's significant works from the entirety of his
public life, including both sides of the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates, dozens of speeches, hundreds of personal and political letters, communications to
the generals in the field, presidential messages and proclamations, poems, and private reflections on democracy, slavery, and the meaning of the Civil War's
immense suffering. This is the definitive Lincoln for the general reader, "a momentous and thrilling addition to any private library" in the words of the great
literary critic Alfred Kazin. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation's literary
heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America's best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300
volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium
acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 2 1859-1865 (LOA #46) Aug 02 2022 Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its
greatest political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible
conflict. This volume, along with its companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever
published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving
condolence letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is
an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print,
America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000
pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
James Thurber: Writings & Drawings (LOA #90) Oct 31 2019 Gathers previously uncollected cartoons and humorous stories
The House I Live In Oct 12 2020 In The House I Live In, award-winning historian Robert J. Norrell offers a truly masterful chronicle of American race
relations over the last one hundred and fifty years. This scrupulously fair and insightful narrative--the most ambitious and wide-ranging history of its kind-sheds new light on the ideologies, from white supremacy to black nationalism, that have shaped race relations since the Civil War. For, Norrell argues, it is
ideology, more than politics or economics, that has powerfully sculpted the landscape of race in America. Beginning with Reconstruction, Norrell shows how
the democratic values of liberty and equality were infused with new meaning by Abraham Lincoln, yet soon became meaningless for generations of African

Americans, as white supremacy drove a wedge between the races. Indeed, the heart of this book paints a vivid portrait of the long, dangerous struggle of
African Americans to defeat this pernicious mode of thought. Along the way, Norrell offers fresh and at times controversial appraisals of figures such as
Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Martin Luther King, Jr., and dissects the ideas of racists such as novelist Thomas Dixon. Most important, he
offers striking new insights into black-white history, observing for instance that the Civil Rights movement really began as early as the 1930s, and that contrary
to much recent writing, the Cold War was a setback rather than a boost to the quest for racial justice. He also breaks new ground on the role of popular culture
and mass media in first promoting, but later helping defeat, notions of white supremacy. Though the struggle for equality is far from over, Norrell writes that
today we are closer than ever to fulfilling the promise of our democratic values, a promise first made by Lincoln at the battlefield of Gettysburg.
In the Name of the People Jul 01 2022
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings Vol. 2 1859-1865 (LOA #46) Nov 05 2022 Abraham Lincoln was the greatest writer of the Civil War as well as its
greatest political leader. His clear, beautiful, and at times uncompromisingly severe language forever shaped the nation’s understanding of its most terrible
conflict. This volume, along with its companion, Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832–1858, comprises the most comprehensive selection ever
published. Over 550 speeches, messages, proclamations, letters, and other writings—including the Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses and the moving
condolence letter to Mrs. Bixby—record the words and deeds with which Lincoln defended, preserved, and redefined the Union. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is
an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print,
America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000
pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Theodore Roosevelt: Letters and Speeches (LOA #154) Jul 09 2020 Collects 367 letters written between 1881 and 1919 in a volume that features his
correspondences with such individuals as Rudyard Kipling, Upton Sinclair, and FDR and the texts of four key speeches including "The Strenuous Life" of
1899, "The Big Stick" of 1901, "The Man in the Arena" and "The New Nationalism" of 1910.
Lincoln's Rise to the Presidency Jun 07 2020 Emphasizes the conservative bent that guided the young statesman's remarkable political evolution, revealing a
Lincoln who was increasingly driven by his antislavery sentiments and fear for the republic in the hands of the Democrats like Stephen Douglas as much as--if
not more than--his own political ambition.
The Puritan Origins of American Patriotism Jun 19 2021 In this absorbing book, George McKenna ranges across the entire panorama of American history to
track the development of American patriotism. That patriotism—shaped by Reformation Protestantism and imbued with the American Puritan belief in a
providential “errand”—has evolved over 350 years and influenced American political culture in both positive and negative ways, McKenna shows. The germ
of the patriotism, an activist theology that stressed collective rather than individual salvation, began in the late 1630s in New England and traveled across the
continent, eventually becoming a national phenomenon. Today, American patriotism still reflects its origins in the seventeenth century. By encouraging
cohesion in a nation of diverse peoples and inspiring social reform, American patriotism has sometimes been a force for good. But the book also uncovers a
darker side of the nation’s patriotism—a prejudice against the South in the nineteenth century, for example, and a tendency toward nativism and antiCatholicism. Ironically, a great reversal has occurred, and today the most fervent believers in the Puritan narrative are the former “outsiders”—Catholics and
Southerners. McKenna offers an interesting new perspective on patriotism’s role throughout American history, and he concludes with trenchant thoughts on its
role in the post-9/11 era.
The Oxford Handbook of Freedom of Speech Dec 02 2019 The Oxford Handbook on Freedom of Speech provides a critical analysis of the foundations,
rationales, and ideas that underpin freedom of speech as a political idea, and as a principle of positive constitutional law.
Citizen Lincoln May 07 2020 In modern times, some critics have belittled Abraham Lincoln's antislavery resolve as shallow. Some have portrayed him as a

passive president, waiting upon the bold initiatives of others. 'Citizen Lincoln' regards him differently. First, it portrays Lincoln's animus against slavery as
rooted in the highest ideals of the American Revolution, which he saw as being corrupted in his own time. Second, it analyses Lincoln's supposed 'passivity' as
more aptly defined as wise caution. Lincoln learned as a legislator, first in Illinois and later in the United States Congress, that bold initiatives often backfire
and fail to fulfil original intentions. In the state legislature, Lincoln supported a dramatic internal-improvements project that collapsed in the midst of a national
depression. Lincoln also boldly opposed the Mexican War in Congress, only to see his cause evaporate as soon as a peace treaty was drafted with Mexico. In
both instances, his timing was faulty. He had rushed into taking rigid policy positions when greater caution would have reaped better results. But in both
instances, he learned lessons that would hold him in good stead later. Lincoln as president was wisely cautious, knowing that bold action could only disrupt the
delicate coalition that kept the Union cause moving forward to victory. Harriet Beecher Stowe described Lincoln's unique strength as "swaying to every
influence, yielding on this side and on that to popular needs, yet tenaciously and inflexibly bound to carry its great end". She wisely added that no other kind of
strength could have seen the nation through the worst trial in its history. In filling this role, Abraham Lincoln fulfilled that which he had long regarded as his
personal mission within the larger context of his nation's providential destiny.
Presidential Temples Jan 03 2020 This book explores the visual and material cultures of presidential commemoration--memorials and monuments, libraries
and archives--and the problematic ways in which presidents themselves have largely taken over their own commemoration. The author sees these various
commemorative sites as playing a key role in the construction of our collective political and cultural self-images and as another sign of our preoccupation with
celebrity culture. Ultimately, he contends, these presidential temples reflect not only our civil religion but also the extraordinary expansion of executive
authority--and presidential self-commemoration--since FDR.
Great Speeches by Frederick Douglass Jun 27 2019 This inexpensive compilation of the great abolitionist's speeches includes "What to the Slave Is the
Fourth of July?" (1852), "The Church and Prejudice" (1841), and "Self-Made Men" (1859).
Speeches and Letters of Abraham Lincoln, 1832-1865 Sep 10 2020
Abraham Lincoln: Selected Speeches and Writings Jul 29 2019 Alone among American Presidents, it is possible to imagine Lincoln, grown up in a
different milieu, becoming a distinguished writer of a not merely political kind. --Edmund Wilson Ranging from finely honed legal argument to wry and some
sometimes savage humor to private correspondence and political rhetoric of unsurpassed grandeur, the writings collected in this volume are at once a literary
testament of the greatest writer ever to occupy the White House and a documentary history of America in Abraham Lincoln?s time. They record Lincoln?s
campaigns for public office; the evolution of his stand against slavery; his electrifying debates with Stephen Douglas; his conduct of the Civil War; and the
great public utterances of his presidency, including the Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address. Library of America Paperback Classics feature
authoritative texts drawn from the acclaimed Library of America series and introduced by today?s most distinguished scholars and writers. Each book features
a detailed chronology of the author?s life and career, and essay on the choice of the text, and notes. The contents of this Paperback Classic are drawn from
Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1832- 1858 and Abraham Lincoln: Speeches and Writings 1859-1865, volumes number 45 and 46 in the Library of
America series. They are joined in the series by a companion volume, number 192s, The Lincoln Anthology: Great Writers on his Life and Legacy from 1860
to Now.
American Speeches Vol. 1 (LOA #166) Apr 05 2020 Collects the unabridged texts of important speeches, including Patrick Henry's "liberty or death" speech,
women's rights speeches by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Grover Cleveland's address dedicating the Statue of Liberty.
Conceptions of Leadership May 19 2021 An exploration of both classic and contemporary conceptions of leadership, focusing on social psychological
approaches to central questions such as the way people think about leaders and leadership, the personality attributes of leaders, power and influence, trust, and
the qualities that sustain positive relationships between leaders and followers.

Lincoln's Speeches Reconsidered Apr 17 2021 Recalling David Herbert Donald's celebrated revisionist essays (Lincoln Reconsidered, 1947), Briggs's study
provides students of Lincoln with new insight into his words, intentions, and image.
Lincoln on Democracy Feb 25 2022 "Back in print after many years, this unique book brings together 141 speeches, speech excerpts, letters, fragments, and
other writings by Abraham Lincoln on the theme of democracy. Selected by leading historians, the writings include such standards as the Emancipation
Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address, but also such little-seen documents as a letter assuring a general that the President felt safe - drafted just three days
before Lincoln's assassination in 1865." "In this annotated resource, Lincoln's writings are grouped into seven sections that chronicle the growth of Lincoln's
ideas on the fundamental issues of democracy, from his first political campaign in 1832 to his death in 1865. Each section features a detailed introduction
written by a well-known historian." "In addition, each section title page displays a photograph of Lincoln from the period covered in that section, with a
paragraph describing the source and the occasion for which the photograph was made. The editors have also written a new preface that offers a fresh
assessment of the impact of Lincoln's classic statements."--BOOK JACKET.
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